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Motivation


End-to-end voting


Integrity







Individual verifiability
Universal verifiability

Intended to provide guarantees regardless of software

Want to explore resistance of these schemes to attacks on
privacy
Civil right
 Prevent coercion and vote selling
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Vote Selling is Real

5

Vote Selling is Real
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Our Contributions



Consider privacy in the face of dishonest machines
Identify example attack in a scheme by Benaloh [3,4]


Other attacks






Neff [10,11]
Benaloh and Tuinstra [14,15]

Present a formal definition of coercion resistance geared
toward end-to-end voting
Present a new scheme that is coercion resistant under our
definition
Extended from a scheme by Benaloh [3,4]
 Minimal impact on the voter
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Benaloh’s Scheme [3,4]
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Benaloh’s Scheme
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Compromising Privacy



Encrypted vote is Enck(v,r)
Attacks
 Known


“randomness”

Fix PRNG in the machine and use it to generate “randomness” in
encrypted votes

 Non-determinism





in general

Say we guarantee that the “randomness” was chosen at random at
some point
Machine can try encrypting repeatedly with new values
Allows for subliminal channels


Reveal votes
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Coercion Resistance
For all ballot creators and PPT adversaries:

V: voting input
C: receipt output
P: proof of correctness

V=(v,s,*)
C

(V, C, P)

...

...

V0=(v0,s’,*)
V1=GenInput(v1,s’,V0)

(Vb, Cb, Pb)

Cb
adversary

V=(v,s,*)
C

...
b’

verifier

ballot marker
(V, C, P)

...
Where: no s=s’,
Verify(V, C, P)≠SUCCESS for some (V, C, P)
or Pr(b’=b)<1/2 + negl(k)
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Coercion Resistance


Intuitively
Adversary can interact with ballot marker as much as she wants
 Adversary cannot distinguish between the output from a vote of her
choice and any vote of the voter’s choice




No post-election communication between adversary and
device
Mostly unavoidable [12]
 Strictly stronger than previous models
 Keeping privacy compromising information out of the public
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High Level Description of Solution



Root all entropy in a small number of keys
Distribute among parties with conflicting interests
 E.g.

the political parties
 Requires that one is honest


Utilize inexpensive, trusted hardware
 E.g.




smart cards

Allow users to verify pseudorandomness
Based on the Dodis Yampolskiy verifiable random
function [5]
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Assumptions


Group

of prime order p and

such that

 Generator

g
 There is an admissible bilinear map




Bilinear:
Non-degenerate:
Computable: There is an efficient (polynomial time) algorithm to
compute e

 q-decisional

bilinear Diffie-Hellman inversion assumption
(q-DBDHI) [5] holds


Can’t distinguish

from random

given
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Our Construction


Initialization
Each of n political parties independently chooses a random
and writes it to a smart card i
 Smart card from each party inserted into the ballot marking machine
 Sets the public verification key to

are posted to the public bulletin board
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Ballot Marking
 Voter
 Machine
 Smart

Machine
Smart cardi for i=1,…,n
Machine
and pseudorandom value

cardi
 Machine computes
(for hash )
 Machine computes
 Machine
Receipt
 Machine asks Voter if she wishes to cast her created ballot
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Option 1: Casting
Voter indicates that she would like to cast this ballot
 Voter takes her Receipt with her encrypted vote
to the Casting
Machine
 Receipt
Bulletin Board
 Verify that
appear on the board
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Option 2: Auditing






Voter indicates that she would not like to cast this ballot
Machine
Receipt
Machine
Bulletin Board
Voter can check that is correct and
appear on the Bulletin
Board
Any verifier including the voter can check that
outputs SUCCESS where


Checks that



Computes
(For correct

and
,

and checks
)
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Tallying and Verification
 Voters

check that no s appears on the bulletin board more
than once
 Encrypted votes are secretly shuffled and decrypted with
corresponding proofs of correctness
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Preserving Uniqueness of s


Require parties to program smartcards to only respond to
strictly increasing values of s
Minimal requirements on smartcard
 Voting machines can check before sending large values to the cards to
prevent accidental DoS
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Practical Considerations


Impact on voters







Typical voter can simply cast vote and leave
Small percentage of voters need to audit ballots and check that s, v, c appear on
the bulletin board correctly
Small percentage of voters need to check that their cast c appears on the bulletin
board
One person needs to verify all the proofs and cryptographic operations

Effectiveness



Example from Neff’s analysis [13]
Suppose there were an election with
 100,000 voters
 A machine attempted to dishonestly encrypt 500 ballots
 If 1% of the created ballots were randomly audited, the cheating would be
detected with greater than 99% probability
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Summary
Privacy is important
 Can increase privacy in end-to-end voting
schemes without significantly increasing the
impact on the voter
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Future Work



Human understanding
Stronger model
 Prevent



a machine from potentially storing votes

Removing the voter further
 Use

the smart cards to provide “challenges” to the machine
 Use machine commitments as part of the seed (i.e. serial
numbers)
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